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Name Picture Type Materials Size/cm Detail 

Double Tier Plastic 

Lockers 

 

Knocked-down 

Plastic Locker 

ABS 

Plastics 
500*380*930 

T-380 series knocked-down double tier plastic lockers of various sizes to 

meet customers' requirements. It has six colors and various features. Mortise 

and tenon joint, no need screw for installing. Multiple locking options. 

Smart designs in interior. It is suitable for many occasions: school, gym, 

swimming pool, airport, supermarket, etc. 

Triple Tier Plastic Lockers 

 

Knocked-down 

Plastic Locker 

ABS 

Plastics 
500*380*620 

T-380 series knocked-down triple tier plastic lockers of various sizes to 

meet customers' requirements. It has six colors and various features. Mortise 

and tenon joint, no need screw for installing. Multiple locking options. 

Smart designs in interior. It is suitable for many occasions: school, gym, 

swimming pool, airport, supermarket, etc. 

Four Tier Plastic Lockers 

 

Knocked-down 

Plastic Locker 

ABS 

Plastics 
500*380*465 

T-380 series knocked-down four tier plastic lockers of various sizes to meet 

customers' requirements. It has six colors and various features. Mortise and 

tenon joint, no need screw for installing. Multiple locking options. Smart 

designs in interior. It is suitable for many occasions: school, gym, 

swimming pool, airport, supermarket, etc. 

Six Tier Plastic Lockers 

 

Knocked-down 

Plastic Locker 

ABS 

Plastics 
500*380*310 

T-380 series knocked-down six tier plastic lockers of various sizes to meet 

customers' requirements. It has six colors and various features. Mortise and 

tenon joint, no need screw for installing. Multiple locking options. Smart 

designs in interior. It is suitable for many occasions: school, gym, 

swimming pool, airport, supermarket, etc. 

T-280S Plastic Lockers 

 

Knocked-down 

Plastic Locker 

ABS 

Plastics 
380*280*200 

Top Lockers maker supplys high-quality T-280 series knocked-down plastic 

lockers ranged from office lockers, school lockers, to storage lockers, etc. It 

has three colors and various features. Mortise and tenon joint, no need screw 

for installing. Strong lockset for security. 

T-280E Plastic Lockers 

 

Knocked-down 

Plastic Locker 

ABS 

Plastics 
380*280*200 

Top Lockers maker supplys high-quality T-280 series knocked-down plastic 

lockers ranged from office lockers, school lockers, to storage lockers, etc. It 

has five colors and various features. Mortise and tenon joint, no need screw 

for installing. Strong lockset for security. 

 


